Flat and polypoid adenocarcinomas of the colorectum: A comparative histomorphologic analysis of 47 cases.
"Flat" colorectal adenomas and adenocarcinomas are well documented in the Japanese literature but only sporadically reported in the English literature. The present study involved systematic morphological analysis of a large series of colorectal carcinomas (CRCs) to determine the frequency of these "flat" CRCs (FCRCs) and analyze their pathological characteristics and associated patient survival. The study group comprised 47 patients (19 females and 28 males) with primary CRC who underwent colorectal resection at the H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center between 1997 and 2002. These cases were selected based on the gross appearance of the tumors and after review of all of the hematoxylin and eosin-stained tumor sections in a series of 190 consecutive colorectal resections for CRCs. Application of strict morphological criteria classified 22 tumors as FCRCs. For comparison, 25 "polypoid" CRCs (PCRCs) were also identified. Cases of ulcerative fungating annular CRCs and CRCs with mixed gross appearance were excluded from this analysis. Clinicopathologic data, including patient survival, were compared for FCRCS and PCRCs. Statistical analyses were carried out using the chi(2) or Fisher's exact test and log-rank tests. Overall, 22 of 190 CRCs (11%) were found to meet the morphological criteria of FCRCs. Mean patient age was 70.6 years (range, 55 to 87) for FCRCs versus 68.5 years (range, 54 to 91) for PCRCs, and mean tumor size was 4.7 cm (range, 1.6 to 9) for FCRCs versus 4.4 cm (range, 0.5 to 10) for PCRCs. None of the 22 FCRCs and only 1 of 25 (4%) PCRCs were well differentiated; 17 of 22 (77%) FCRCs and 23 of 25 (92%) PCRCs were moderately differentiated; and 5 of 22 (22%) FCRCs and 1 of 25 (4%) PCRCs were poorly differentiated (P = 0.0087). FCRC cases were staged as 0 stage T1, 3 (14%) stage T2, and 19 (86%) stage T3; PCRC cases, as 4 (16%) stage T1, 14 (56%) stage T2, and 7 (28%) stage 3 (P = 0.000031). Similarly, angiolymphatic invasion was identified in 12 of 22 (54%) FCRCs versus 4 of 25 (16%) PCRCs (P = 0.0123). Although some differences between FCRCs and PCRCs were observed on resection in terms of nodal status (N), presence of metastases (M), and perineural invasion, these differences were not statistically significant. In comparison with PCRCs, FCRCs were associated with significantly shorter postresection patient survival at 1 to 5 years (P = 0.028). We have demonstrated in this report that a proportion of primary CRCs resected at our institution were indeed "flat." Furthermore, these FCRCs exhibited higher histological grades, higher T stage, more frequent angiolymphatic invasion, and shorter patient survival compared with PCRCs. Based on these data, FCRC appears to be a worse subtype of colon cancer than PCRC. Further appraisal of FCRCs and additional studies to further elucidate the molecular mechanisms underlying their morphogenesis are warranted.